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PRIME ANNOUNCES CLINICAL TRIAL DATA ANALYTICS SOLUTION FOR LIFE SCIENCES COMPANIES
September 15, 2014 (Wayne, PA) – Prime Technology Group, LLC, a leading provider of business
consulting services, today announced the launch of its comprehensive clinical trial management system
software. This system is a data-driven methodology and actionable information methodology, that uses
data to provides visibility to the right process guidelines for life sciences, biotech and medical device
companies.
Prime offers unique, proprietary clinical trial and data support solutions that allow companies to
monitor their clinical trial registration and results reporting compliance, while mitigating clinical trial
disclosure risks. In providing accurate, automated clinical trials management system, Prime enables
companies to develop a focused strategy with its integrated, user-friendly portfolio of software platform
offerings.
The clinical data support system software helps companies to keep tabs on all progress levels of the
clinical trial stages of the drug development process. The software is developed in accordance with
contemporary international standards, HIPAA and industry best practices. The company aims to offer
products and services that deliver clinical and economic value to healthcare consumers and providers
around the world.
“Prime firmly believes in responsible data safeguarding and fostering greater transparency and accuracy
with patients and researchers alike,” said Sudhakar Goverdhanam, Prime’s Chief Executive Officer (CEO).
“In clinical trials, protecting the privacy of individual participants is most important. Hence, our newest
offering of scientific Clinical Trials cum Data Support system software allows Life Sciences companies to
securely meet all data safety standards required for individual-level participants, patients, clinical study
reports by academic institutions, including even third-parties. We are excited that our expertise in
developing fully integrated clinical trial and data support solutions promises to enhance clinical trials and
broaden clinical research investments for clients worldwide,” added Mr. Goverdhanam.
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About Prime Technology Group, LLC
Headquartered in suburban Philadelphia, United States, Prime Technology Group, LLC
(http://www.primetgi.com) is a leading provider of clinical trial solutions that enable life sciences
organizations to maximize the value of their clinical research investments by putting powerful tools into
researchers’ hands. The company markets its services to companies globally. With offices in the US, UK,
Canada, and India, Prime provides local, regional, and global IT strategy and technology solutions to its
multi-national clients. The company’s mission is to deliver best-in-class, industry-defining bespoke
software solution that enables superior returns as well as sustainable innovative product advantage for
customers worldwide. We equip IT companies with excellent tools and robust technology products - on
time and within budget. The company provides holistic methodologies and multi-service delivery
capabilities in key industry verticals including IT, Healthcare, Insurance, Life Sciences, Enterprise
Solutions, and Banking & Financial services.
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